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Abstract. Sharpening is one of basic culinary for a cook. In this study, 10 ex-
perts and 10 non-experts from Kyoto culinary art college were employed to in-
vestigate the gesture of sharpening. The feature of processing was recorded and 
summarized by a force plate and two cameras. All participants’ main movement 
elements were counted and summarized. The most representative subjects of 
expert and non-expert in each type were observed and analyzed by Digital Mi-
croscopy. The movement gesture performing with right hand deeply holding the 
knife was the recommended knife position. 
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1 Introduction 

Sharpening is one of the basic culinary skills you must get a good knowledge in order 
to be a successful and serious cook. Generally, the beginners have to receive detailed 
sharpening related training and experience in the cooking college before be-coming a 
formal internship in restaurant. There are a lot of experienced cooks teaching sharpen-
ing technology in cooking college, who had formed their own super technique during 
long cooking work. However, nearly all of sharpening skill and knowledge were 
passed to beginners by oral teaching and action imitation. Therefore it is very difficult 
for most of beginners to master and duplicate those excellent skills. They have to take 
considerable time and effort to practice sharpening again and again with the aid of 
indescribable motion perceiving.   

In the ancient period, numbers of old craftsmen sought various ways to head to 
Kyoto for serving the Emperor so as to improve their skill. There is no exception in 
cooking occupation. Kyoto cuisine is one of representative Japanese dishes (Fig.1) 
combined taste and delicate design together. Achieving a high-quality sophistical 
Kyoto cuisine, cooks pursued to prepare the food material with remarkable cutting 
techniques basically. Therefore, mastering good knowledge with knife is a critical 
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The purpose of this study was to clarify the main difference of sharpening gesture 
between expert and non-expert through numeric measurement and analysis the effect 
of knife’s edge by microscopy. Base on this study, our final goal is to establish self-
study tool system to help students to train the sharpening skill. 

2 Experiments 

2.1 Participants 

10 teachers and 10 students from Kyoto culinary art college were employed as expert 
and non-expert respectively. As shown in Tab.1, average sharpening experience of 
expert was more than 19 years. There are two experts have more than 30 years shar-
pening experience. Average experience of non-expert was shorter than 1.3 years.  

Table 1. A summary of participants’ sharpening experience 

Expert A B C D E F G H I J 
Years 36 30 26 25 20 14 13 13 11 5 
Non-
expert 

a b c d e f g h i j 

Years 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2.2 Subject 

24-centimeter-long Japanese Yanagiba knives were selected to proceed this experi-
ment as shown in Fig.3, which was normally used to slice the sashimi. (Yagi Chubo-
kiki Seishakusyo Inc.) Twenty Yanagiba knives with similar level of blunt were  
prepared for following sharpening tests. 

 

Fig. 2. Japanese Yanagiba knife 

2.3 Measurement Setting 

Each participant was required to sharpen a Yanagiba knife at same location for 30 
seconds. A diamond whetstone (210 mm by 75 mm) was located on the center of force 
plate (TF-3020-A, Tec Gihan Co., Ltd.). At the same time, reaction force was measured  
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All the participants’ detail information were divided into two types and gathered in 
Tab.2. Both expert and non-expert’s average years of experience in “Type 1” were 
longer than “Type 2”. The expert and non-expert’s average years of “Type 1” were 22 
years and 1.6 years, which longer than “Type 2” with around 12 years and 0.6 year 
correspondingly. Among of “Type 1”, there were five experts’ experience more than 
20 years, and two experts’ experiences showed more than 30 years. In the contrast, 
only two experts with 13 and 5 years of experience grouped into “Type 2”. Referring 
to the comparison between “Type 1” and “Type 2”, it was deserve to find that the 
average down force values of expert and non-expert of “Type 1” were almost higher 
than “Type 2”. In an overall view, it can be considered that the gesture of “Type 1” 
was more suitable for sharpening the knife than “Type 2” as the people can push up 
the knife easily by holding knife deeply. 

Table 2. Participants’ testing results comparison related to experience 

Type Participant Experience Year Down Force(N) 

Type 1 
(Deep) 

A Expert 36 29.0 
B Expert 30 35.9 
C Expert 26 41.8 
D Expert 25 46.5 
E Expert 20 40.5 
F Expert 14 27.3 
H Expert 13 41.4 
I Expert 11 25.2 

Average  22 35.95 
a Non-expert 3 21.9 
b Non-expert 2 17.2 
c Non-expert 1 15.5 
h Non-expert 1 31.3 
i Non-expert 1 27.0 

Average  1.6 22.58 
Type 2 

(Shallow) 
G Expert 13 19.0 
J Expert 5 17.9 

Average  9 19.9 
d Non-expert 1 15.1 
e Non-expert 1 20.1 
f Non-expert 1 5.2 
g Non-expert 1 22.5 
j Non-expert 1 8.9 

 Average  1 14.36 
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4 Conclusions 

In a word, movement gesture performing with right hand deeply holding the knife 
was a very important procedure during sharpening process as it can sharpen the knife 
sharp with serrated margin. Furthermore, right fingers grip on the knife handle coope-
rated with all right hand’s fingers grasp the handle together, the left wrist keep 
straight direction and the thumb, lumbrical muscle of left hand put pressure on the 
blade are all the key movement elements for sharpening process. 
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